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OU-SHE recent activities
•

Image simulations for calibration:
- great3
- Euclid SHE Benchmarking Exercise (SBE)
- simulation requirements to OU-SIM

•

Stellar blends and PSF

•

PSF from telescope model

•

Created documents for SRR (RSD - requirement specification
document) & validation plan

•

Lance Miller’s PSF code being inserted into SDC

•

HST work: PSF & CTI modeling, code development
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Shear Calibration
Any shear method can be calibrated to meet Euclid
Requirements with sufficiently good calibration data.

But calibration will fail if it requires:

• Too large a calibration set (large Ncal).
• Too extreme a calibration set (too high-res, depth).
• Cannot interpolate calibration to data (insufficient sample).
E.g. Size of calibration data (X=image properties)

Ncal ≳ 107 m2 (∂ln m/∂lnX)2
Want methods which are insensitive to calibration.
Tuesday, 27 May 14

Andy Taylor, Edinburgh

The great3 challenge
The Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series, 212:5 (28pp), 2014 May

Blind challenge to measure
weak-lensing galaxy
shears from simulated
images.
Mid-2013 to April 2014.
GREAT3 challenge structure

Mandelbaum et al.

GREAT3 Handbook
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Figure 7. Left: the optical PSF (no atmospheric contribution) for the ground-based “variable PSF” branch at 5 × 5 grid positions across a simulated FOV, going all the
way to the edge where aberrations are large. Right: same as left, for the space-based model. Both are shown on a logarithmic scale. These include some (stochastic)
added aberrations at a level used for the challenge. The space-based optical PSF model is more constant across the field than the ground-based model because of
different assumed field-dependent aberrations.

1. The shape
Fig. 5.— A schematic of the GREAT3 branch structure.

of the pupil through which light diffracts:
this includes obscurations such as secondary mirror or
instrument at prime focus, and obscurations due to any
struts or supports for these.

Rachel Mandelbaum (CMU), Barnaby Rowe (UCL/JPL)
10 fields, split into 20 subfields
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All telescopes effectively convolve the images they observe
with a PSF of finite size, due to diffraction and optical aberrations. We refer to this contribution as the “Optical PSF.” In
GREAT3, the first community challenge to incorporate an optical PSF model with any significant degree of realism, the
contributions to this PSF can be grouped into the following
categories.

In all simulations with variable PSFs, we have a fixed pupil
shape and detector response across a given FOV for all tiles in the
same image. Typically the pupil consists of a circular aperture
upon which is superimposed a co-centric, circular obscuration,
and additional supports that are rectangular in shape and extend
radially from the central obscuration.
Aberrations vary across the simulated FOV, however, with
a different prescription for the ground and space-based data.
Unfortunately, we found that it is extremely difficult to make a
realistically complex optical PSF model, including full spatial
variation, that is not instrument-specific in some way. While our
goal is to make the GREAT3 challenge as generic as possible, we
nevertheless had to adopt optical PSF models that are specific
to certain instruments for the “variable PSF” branches. The
specific optical PSF models used for that branch are described
in Appendix F, and some example PSF images are in Figure 7.
For the simulations with constant PSF models, we adopt
simple variants of the models described in Appendix F. For
example, the space-based optical PSF model we use for the
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the same field, modulo a position shift (which is provided;
participants do not have to estimate it). For the experiments
with a constant PSF, we use a simplified version of our variable
PSF models, selecting a single PSF for each 10 × 10 deg2
subfield. For the single epoch experiments, we make simulated
images corresponding to a single deep exposure rather than to an
idealized co-added image, because co-added PSF profiles can
have complicated features that would make comparison between
the experiments difficult.
5.2.1. Optical PSFs

Space

in question. Strictly
speaking, any nonlinear, signal depenEverything
dent, or space variant effects cannot be represented in the
simple convolutional model of image formation, and must
be applied on top of that.
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great3 France

•

IAP:
Annamaria Donnarumma, Emmanuel Bertin, Raphael Gavazzi

•

CEA:
Florent Sureau, Stéphane Paulin-Henriksson, Martin Kilbinger, Fred
Ngolé Mboula, Jean-Luc Starck
(+ EPFL: Marc Gentile, Frédéric Courbin, Huanyuan Shan,
Guldariya Nurbaeva)

great3 notes (cf Euclid)
•

Undersampled PSF

•

Realistic galaxy models

•

Realistic, spatially varying PSF

•

Multi-exposure dithered images

•

No star/galaxy selection, no blended objects (galaxies on a grid)

•

No chromatic effects

•

No instrumental effects (CTI, cosmics, bad pixels, …)

•

No very low S/N galaxies (< 12 - 20)

great3 conclusions
•

Model bias ~ 1-2%

•

Many successful methods did model-fitting

•

Simulation volume (20 - 100 GB per branch) not large enough to
make very accurate performance estimation (ΔQ ~ 200 for Q ~
1000)

•

Public scores led to feedback of making choices

Why blind tests? At Euclid accuracy, any method shapes will have to be
calibrated anyway.

•

Gain confidence in shape measurement + calibration

•

Calibration error depends on calibration amplitude

great3 legacy
G AL S IM: The modular galaxy image simulation toolkit
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b Jet

•

Broad range of objects: PSFs, galaxy profile models, simulated or
from input data, e.g. HST

• Weak-lensing shear

Abstract

•

PSF convolution, different methods/accuracies

•

Realistic noise including correlated noise

•

Shape estimation, e.g. KSB, Hirata & Seljak (2003), Bernstein &
Jarvis (2002)

•

Colors

G AL S IM is a collaborative, open-source project aimed at providing an image simulation tool of enduring benefit to the astronomical
community. It provides a software library for generating images of astronomical objects such as stars and galaxies in a variety of
ways, efficiently handling image transformations and operations such as convolution and rendering at high precision. We describe
the G AL S IM software and its capabilities, including necessary theoretical background. We demonstrate that the performance of
G AL S IM meets the stringent requirements of high precision image analysis applications such as weak gravitational lensing, for
current datasets and for the Stage IV dark energy surveys of the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope, ESA’s Euclid mission, and
NASA’s WFIRST-AFTA mission. The G AL S IM project repository is public and includes the full code history, all open and closed
issues, installation instructions, documentation, and wiki pages (including a Frequently Asked Questions section). The G AL S IM
repository can be found at https://github.com/GalSim-developers/GalSim.
Keywords: methods: data analysis, techniques: image processing, gravitational lensing, cosmology: observations

great3 analyses examples
Mandelbaum, Rowe, et al.

smaller errors
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Figure 4. Qc and Qmix for gfit as a function of the postage
stamp size used for modeling the galaxy images in the CSC
branch.

causing a potential bias for such methods. We refer to the

The filtering typically involves the value of the be
the sum of the fit residuals (related to fit qualit
S/N , and usually involves removing several per
galaxies in each field. For the next-largest stam
the submissions with worse results involved exp
with fit settings (e.g., allowing components wit
flux), with use of denoised images, and with st
nine provided PSF images instead of using just o
Among the space branches, CSC has many g
with diﬀerent postage stamp sizes, though the
is 80 × 80 (out of a possible 96 × 96). As for t
postage stamp size is the most important factor,
a function of this parameter in Fig. 4. In this cas
postage stamp size of 40 × 40 does non-negligib
the light profiles of a fair fraction of the galaxie
the largest postage stamp size used (80 × 80) has
tially lower Qc shape
due to
its multiplicative calibrat
noise
up-weigh
m+
= −2.0 ± 0.3 per cent and m× = −1.3 ± 0.
high
SNR
These biases are reduced to m+ = −0.3 ± 0.3 pe
m× = +0.5 ± 0.3 per cent for the best stamp size
change when accounting for the strong correlatio
the submissions.
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￫ Binaries with period ~ Euclid lifetime, ellipticity(time)?
￫ Look also at size


Thibault Kunzer, Frédéric Courbin, EPFL



PSF modeling
Obtain PSF from wavefront at exit pupil.

1
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Figure 3: The entrance pupil for the position (0.0, 0.804) made using 2D spi
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Two methods (both implemented in Zemax):
- Fourier Transform of exit pupil wavefront images
- Huygens direct diffraction calculations
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Lance
Millerof (Oxford),
(CEA),
Samuel
(CEA)
Figure
1: Contours
the residualsKoryo
betweenOkumura
the DFT and
Huygens
PSFs in Royanette
(left) e1 and (right)
e2 . Contours are plotted at intervals of 5 × 10−5 . Negative contours (DFT ellipticity larger than

France in shear
•

Lot of expertise with shape measurement, PSF modeling, strong
lensing, weak-lensing quality image production. Experience
with data (CFHT, …). Participated in great08, great10, great3.

•

Under-represented at OU-SHE WP leads.

•

Attempts for more F+CH contribution to shape measurement
and PSF modeling+corrections.

•

Other subjects: systematics testing, morphometry, strong
lensing (legacy!)

